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**Will IRS be Obamacare Bullies**

The IRS has become a political bully. In January, it threatened employers with anti-abuse rules to discourage them from legally cutting hours and staff in response to Obamacare. In March, the IRS seized 60 million medical records on 10 million Americans when their search warrant only allowed seizure of financial records on one individual.

And now the IRS admits targeting at least 500 conservative organizations, delaying their non-profit applications and harassing them with intrusive “tell all” questionnaires. As Donald Trump says, “Who will be fired?” Many should be. And what will it mean if up to 16,000 more IRS agents are unleashed to enforce Obamacare?


“Political Hacks at the IRS Leaked Confidential Information on Conservatives to the Liberal Media Group ProPublica,” Rush Limbaugh Show, May 14, 2013.
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